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Simple elastic models of spin-crossover compounds are known empirically to exhibit classical crit-
ical behavior. We demonstrate how the long-ranged interactions responsible for this behavior arise
naturally upon integrating out mechanical fluctuations of such a model. A mean field theory applied
to the resulting effective Hamiltonian quantitatively accounts for both thermodynamics and kinetics
observed in computer simulations, including a barrier to magnetization reversal that grows exten-
sively with system size. For nanocrystals, which break translational symmetry, a straightforward
extension of mean field theory yields similarly accurate results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The impact of spin-lattice interactions on materials
phase behavior has long been a topic of interest in con-
densed matter physics and materials science [1–4]. Mi-
croscopic coupling between spin and geometry in an ex-
tended material can endow it with intriguing and useful
properties, such as susceptibility of crystal structure to
light or pressure [5–9]. Elastic Ising models provide a
minimal representation of such materials. In a simple
variant, the atoms of a crystal lattice interact with their
neighbors via Hookean springs. The natural length of
these springs is determined by the participating atoms’
internal “spin” (which could represent either a literal spin
state or a chemical identity.) This type of model has been
employed in studies of lattice-mismatched semiconductor
alloys [10, 11] and spin-crossover compounds [12, 13]. De-
spite its substantial history, one of the most basic aspects
of this model’s behavior remains unresolved. The afore-
mentioned studies employed Monte Carlo (MC) simula-
tions to demonstrate that elastic Ising models can exhibit
demixing transitions governed by mean-field critical ex-
ponents. However, the microscopic origin of this behav-
ior has not been explicitly identified, nor has a quan-
titative framework for predicting its consequences been
developed.
Here, we present a thorough explanation for the ori-
gin of this mean-field behavior. Drawing from our re-
cent work on a similar elastic Ising model [14], we show
how the coupling of mechanical fluctuations to spins en-
genders effective inter-atomic interactions with infinite
spatial extent. These give rise to the observed mean-
field critical behavior. With an explicit form for the in-
teractions in hand, we develop a straightforward mean
field theory (MFT) which accurately predicts the free en-
ergy as a function of magnetization as well as the critical
temperature for spontaneous symmetry breaking. MFT
∗ christoph.dellago@univie.ac.at
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yields similarly faithful predictions for relaxation dynam-
ics of the magnetization in the presence of an external
field. Finally, we extend our theory to describe spatially
heterogeneous systems such as nanocrystals. Our results
provide a theoretical basis not only for interpreting the
results of a number of previous computer simulation stud-
ies, but also for the design of switchable elastic materials.
II. ELASTIC ISING MODEL AND EFFECTIVE
INTERACTIONS
We consider a collection of N atoms at positions rR =
R+uR. The quantity R denotes a site on a d-dimensional
crystal lattice characterized by unit bond vectors αˆ, and
uR is the displacement of an atom from its ideal lattice
site. Spin variables σR = ±1 determine the natural bond
length between neighboring atoms:
l(σR, σR+aαˆ) =

lAA, for σR = σR+aαˆ = 1
lAB , for σR 6= σR+aαˆ
lBB , for σR = σR+aαˆ = −1,
(1)
where a is the fluctuating lattice parameter, lBB < lAA,
and lAB = (lAA+lBB)/2. We choose the lattice mismatch
∆ = (lAA − lBB)/2 to be our basic unit of length. An
external pressure p couples directly to the volume cNad,
where c is a geometry-dependent constant of O(1). The
Hamiltonian governing the system is quadratic in devia-
tions of bond lengths |rR+aαˆ − rR| from their preferred
σ-dependent values:
H = K
4
∑
R,αˆ
[|aαˆ+ uR+aαˆ − uR| − l(σR, σR+aαˆ)]2+pcNad.
(2)
The spring constant K > 0 determines the elastic energy
scale  = K∆2/8. We express all quantities henceforth
in units of ∆ and . Eq. 2 manifestly couples spin and
displacement variables. We will show how the effect of
fluctuations in the displacements can be captured by an
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2effective energy function Heff of the spin variables:
Heff[{σR}] = HSR +HLR − h
∑
R
σR (3)
HSR = 1
2
∑
R,R′
σRV
SR
R−R′σR′ (4)
HLR = 1
2N
V LR
(∑
R
σR
)2
, (5)
where “SR” and “LR” stand for “short-ranged” and
“long-ranged,” respectively. V SRR is an effective inter-
action potential that decays steadily with distance |R|,
and V LR is a constant that sets the strength of long-range
coupling. This form of spin interactions guarantees mean
field critical behavior, as will be discussed below.
We first simplify Eq. 2 by noting that if ∆ is small, H
can be written approximately as (see [14] and the Sup-
plemental Material [15]):
H ≈ 2
∑
R,αˆ
(
αˆ · (uR+aαˆ − uR)− 1
2
(δσR + δσR+aαˆ)
−(σ˜0/N − δa)
)2
−Nhδa, (6)
where h = −pcdld−1AB is a dimensionless pressure and
δa = a − lAB . We have partitioned the spin vari-
ables into two components, namely the net magnetization
σ˜0 =
∑
R σR and the local deviation δσR = σR − σ˜0/N .
Using
∑
R uR = 0, we expand Eq. 6:
H = ∆H({uR}), {δσR}) + 2(σ˜0/N − δa)2NZ −Nhδa,
(7)
where Z is the coordination number of the lattice and
∆H = 2
∑
R,αˆ
(
αˆ · (uR+aαˆ − uR)− 1
2
(δσR + δσR+aαˆ)
)2
.
(8)
Gaussian fluctuations in the lattice parameter δa evi-
dently couple solely to σ˜0. Working in an ensemble with
fixed N , p, and inverse temperature β = 1/kBT , where
kB is Boltzmann’s constant, we integrate out these fluc-
tuations:
H¯ = −β−1 log
(∫
d(δa) exp (−βH)
)
(9)
= ∆H− hσ˜0 + const. (10)
We see that h simply plays the role of an effective field
acting on σ˜0, and so spin coupling is contained entirely
in ∆H. We interrogate this coupling by further integrat-
ing out Gaussian fluctuations in the displacement field
(dropping the unimportant constant term in Eq. 10):
Heff = −β−1 log
(∫ ∏
R
duR exp(−β∆H)
)
− hσ˜0. (11)
If we assume that our system is subject to periodic
boundary conditions, then the required integrals are most
easily performed in Fourier space. This yields (see [14]):
Heff[{σR}] = 1
2N
∑
q
V˜q|σ˜q|2 − hσ˜0, (12)
where f˜q denotes the Fourier transform of a generic func-
tion fR [16]. The explicit form of the effective potential
V˜q for the triangular lattice is given by [14]:
V˜q =

4
(
2 cos qxa2 cos
√
3qya
2 +cos qxa−3
)2
(cos qxa−2)
(
4 cos qxa2 cos
√
3qya
2 −3
)
+cos
√
3qya
, q 6= 0
0, q = 0,
(13)
where qx and qy are the Cartesian components of q.
The existence of a long-ranged coupling is not im-
mediately evident from this analysis, since the longest-
wavelength component of the potential (V˜0) is zero. How-
ever, the limit of the potential as q→ 0 is not approached
smoothly (see Fig. 1) a required condition for short-
ranged interactions [17, 18]. Observe that a simple mod-
ification of V˜q does vanish smoothly as q→ 0:
V˜ SRq = V˜q − (1− δq,0) lim
q′→0
V˜q′ . (14)
Its inverse transform V SRR is therefore a well-defined
short-ranged interaction [19]. The remainder of V˜q is:
V˜ LRq = V˜q − V˜ SRq (15)
= const.− δq,0 lim
q′→0
V˜q′ , (16)
where the constant term simply generates an irrelevant
self-interaction, which we drop. Plugging this back into
the sum in Eq. 12 and writing all quantities in terms of
real-space sums gives us the promised form Eq. 3, with:
V LR = − lim
q→0
V˜q. (17)
The limit is given explicitly by:
lim
q→0
V˜q = 2Z − 4a(qˆ) ·A−1(qˆ) · a(qˆ) (18)
a(qˆ) =
∑
αˆ
(qˆ · αˆ)αˆ (19)
A(qˆ) =
∑
αˆ
(qˆ · αˆ)2αˆαˆ, (20)
where qˆ is an arbitrary unit vector. For the triangular
lattice, this simplifies to limq→0 V˜q = 8.
III. MEAN FIELD THEORY
That long-ranged interactions are operative in spin-
crossover compounds has been suggested by several au-
thors [20–25]. Miyashita et al. [12] conjectured that the
30 1 2 3 4
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FIG. 1. Fourier-space effective potential for the triangular
lattice, Eq. 13. Note that V˜q is smooth everywhere except
q = 0, since V˜0 = 0, but limq→0 V˜q = 8.
long-ranged interactions responsible for mean-field be-
havior in their model had the same 1/|R−R′|3 decay as
that between point defects in three-dimensional contin-
uum elastic media. We have demonstrated that, instead,
an infinitely long-ranged interaction arises from a dis-
continuity in the spectrum V˜q. This nonanalytic feature
originates physically in a mismatch between the elastic
energy associated with q = 0 and small (but nonzero)
wavevector variations in the magnetization. Schulz et al.
[26] argued that precisely those long-wavelength elastic
modes ought to be responsible for the mean-field behav-
ior of elastic models of binary alloys.
A model which consists solely of interactions of the
formHLR is described exactly by MFT [27–30]. Its mean-
field critical exponents are robust to the addition of arbi-
trary short-ranged interactions [31, 32] (a fact which we
confirmed numerically for several different lattice struc-
tures; see [15] for details). There is no such guarantee for
non-universal quantities such as the critical temperature
Tc, but if the magnitude of V
SR
R is small, then MFT may
still predict their values with reasonable accuracy. We
obtained such predictions using standard techniques of
MFT [33], which yield a self-consistent equation for the
net magnetization per atom m = σ˜0/N :
m = tanh (2βV¯ m+ h), (21)
as well as a simple expression for the free energy F (m):
FMF(m) = EMF(m)− TSMF(m) (22)
EMF = −NV¯ m2 −Nhm (23)
SMF/kB = ln
(
N
N 1+m2
)
(24)
≈ −N
[
1−m
2
log
1−m
2
+
1 +m
2
log
1 +m
2
]
,
(25)
where V¯ = −∑R6=0 VR/2 characterizes both long- and
short-ranged contributions to the mean field. The second
expression for SMF, obtained from Stirling’s approxima-
tion for large N , will be used in mean-field calculations
that do not specify system size. When h = 0, Eq. 21
implies a critical temperature Tc = 2V¯ for spontaneous
symmetry breaking.
To test the accuracy of MFT, we performed MC sim-
ulations of the elastic Hamiltonian Eq. 2 on a periodic
triangular lattice. Specifically, we repeatedly proposed
changes in a, {uR}, and {σR} and accepted these changes
with probabilities designed to satisfy detailed balance
(see [15] for details.) Some simulations (described later)
were performed using the effective Hamiltonian Eq. 12;
for these simulations, only changes in {σR} were neces-
sary. We employed umbrella sampling [34] combined with
histogram reweighting [35] to compute free energies. In
addition, we located Tc from the intersection of Binder
cumulants computed at different system sizes [36]. The
results agree quantitatively with our mean-field predic-
tions, as shown in Fig. 2. We found similarly excellent
agreement between MC and MFT for several different
lattice structures in both two and three dimensions [15].
IV. DYNAMICS: QUENCHING AND
HYSTERESIS
As a more stringent test of MFT, we consider dynam-
ics of our elastic Ising model. Free energy profiles like
that in Fig. 2 are suggestive of time-dependent response
that would follow a sudden change in external control
parameters. But this relaxation advances in the high-
dimensional space of spin configurations, through sequen-
tial flips of spins that are correlated in space and in time.
Resolving few of these details, MFT asserts that thermo-
dynamic driving forces determine time evolution in a sim-
ple way. Its success in a dynamical context would provide
powerful tools to predict and understand nonequilibrium
response.
The model energy function in Eq. 2 constrains mi-
croscopic rules for time evolution but does not specify
them uniquely. To craft a dynamical model we must ad-
ditionally assign rates to microscopic transitions which
are consistent with Boltzmann statistics. As a simplifi-
cation, we take relaxation of the displacement variables
uR to be much faster than that of spin variables. This
rapid mechanical equilibration allows us to consider time
variations of the spin field σR alone, biased by an effec-
tive Hamiltonian. In the small-mismatch limit this effec-
tive energy is given by Eq. 3. We adopt transition rates
pi(σR → σ′R) among spin configurations proportional to
their Metropolis Monte Carlo acceptance probabilities,
pi(σR → σ′R) = τ−1 min[1, exp [−β∆Heff ]], where τ is an
arbitrary reference time scale.
The ordering dynamics that follow a rapid quench from
T > Tc to T < Tc are strongly influenced by the long-
range component of Heff . Models with exclusively short-
ranged interactions, such as described by HSR, develop
finite-wavelength instabilities upon such quenching [37].
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FIG. 2. Comparison between MC and MFT results for the
free energy as a function of magnetization and for the critical
temperature. A: Free energy profile for a periodic triangular
lattice with N = 168 at T = 6, p = 0. The MC curve was
computed with umbrella sampling for the model of Eq. 2 (see
[15] for details), while the MFT curve was obtained from Eq.
22. B: MFT estimates for the triangular lattice critical tem-
perature TMFc = 2V¯ ≈ 7.31 and the corresponding value of
the Binder cumulant UMF(TMFc ) [12] closely predict the inter-
section point of MC Binder cumulants U for different system
sizes. Specifically, MC indicates that TMCc ≈ 7.2, so the MFT
result is accurate within ≈ 2%. MC results for the Binder
cumulants were computed by sampling 106 configurations at
each temperature. These configurations were generated using
the effective energy function of Eq. 12 rather than Eq. 2,
in order to avoid statistical errors associated with insufficient
sampling of mechanical fluctuations.
These Ising-like instabilities are visually manifest in the
coarsening of spin domains en route to a state of bro-
ken symmetry. By contrast, a model with exclusively
infinite-range interactions, such as described by HLR,
lacks finite-wavelength spatial correlations entirely and
therefore does not exhibit a slowly growing length scale
upon quenching. In dynamical simulations of our elastic
Ising model, we observe no distinct domain growth upon
quenching from T = 8 > Tc to T = 4 < Tc, consistent
with the observations of Miyashita et al. [12]. Indeed,
our measurements of the time-dependent spin structure
factor M(q, t) = 〈|σ˜(q, t)|2〉/N2 (where 〈· · · 〉 denotes
an ensemble average) show that only the q = 0 mode
becomes unstable upon quenching (Fig. 3). This can
be understood in detail as a consequence of the energy
gap between the q = 0 mode and the finite-wavelength
modes depicted in Fig. 1. The lack of participation of the
finite-wavelength modes in the quench dynamics suggests
that a mean-field framework – in which the only dynam-
ical quantity is the net magnetization – should provide
a sensible description of our model’s dynamical features.
Indeed, a mean-field master equation, to be described
below, predicts the dynamics of M(q = 0, t) very accu-
rately (see Fig. 3B.)
In addition to changes in temperature, one can probe a
system’s response to a cyclically varying parameter that
crosses and recrosses a phase boundary. In the resulting
loop, the distinctness of forward and backward branches
reports on the system’s “memory” owing to a slow de-
gree of freedom (the net magnetization, in our case.) If
such an experiment were performed sufficiently slowly,
one would normally expect differences between the two
branches to vanish. For our model, hysteresis instead
appears to persist for arbitrarily slow cycling. Normally,
the free energy barrier for nucleating a stable phase is
subextensive in scale, since the thermodynamic cost is
interfacial in nature. For our model, finite-size scaling of
MC simulation results indicate that the barrier separat-
ing minima in F (m) instead scales linearly with system
size N . This feature is inherent to MFT, which pre-
sumes spatial heterogeneity and thus a lack of interfaces.
Thermal fluctuations are insufficient to overcome such an
extensive barrier in the thermodynamic limit, and so the
system will persist indefinitely in the state in which it
was initialized. The mean-field nature of the barrier in
F (m) is reflected in Fig. 4, which shows excellent agree-
ment between hysteresis loops computed from MC and
the corresponding prediction of MFT.
At the ends of the hysteresis loop, F (m) is no longer
bistable, and a system initialized at the location of the
formerly-metastable well mi can relax to the single sta-
ble well at mf without crossing a barrier. Within MFT,
this dynamics can be regarded as a random walk of the
magnetization with step length ∆m = 2/N taken in dis-
crete time steps ∆t on the mean-field energy surface. The
probability distribution P (m, t) for the magnetization at
time t is governed by a master equation [38]:
P (m, t) = P (m−∆m, t−∆t)Π+(m−∆m)
+ P (m+ ∆m, t−∆t)Π−(m+ ∆m)
+ P (m, t−∆t) (1− (Π+(m) + Π−(m))) . (26)
with transition rates
Π±(m) =
1∓m
2
min
[
1, e−β(EMF(m±∆m)−EMF(m))
]
,
(27)
for incrementally increasing (decreasing) m. The factor
(1 ∓ m)/2 accounts for the number of available down
(up) spins at magnetization m, which imposes an en-
tropic bias at the mean-field level. These rates satisfy
detailed balance with respect to the probability distri-
5t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 t = 3A
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FIG. 3. Magnetization dynamics after a quench from tem-
perature T0 = 8 to T = 4 on the triangular lattice. A:
Representative configurations from a single quench trajec-
tory with N = 168. The time t following the quench is
measured in MC sweeps. B: Time evolution of the q =
|q| = 0 (longest-wavelength) Fourier component of the spin
structure factor M(q, t) following the quench. This mode
grows rapidly at short times and saturates at the equilib-
rium value of m2. Solving the mean-field master equation,
Eq. 26, for a system size N = 168 and initial condition
P (m, 0) = exp(−FMF(m;T = T0)/kBT0) yields a predic-
tion M(0, t) =∑1m=−1 m2P (m, t) (labeled MFT in the plot)
which closely agrees with the MC result. C: Time evolution
of a short-wavelength Fourier component ofM with q = 4pi/3
(corresponding to a corner of the first Brillouin zone of the tri-
angular lattice) computed from MC simulations. This mode
decays rapidly, consistent with the apparent lack of short-
wavelength structure in the configurations. MC curves in
both B and C were obtained by averaging over 103 indepen-
dent trajectories initialized from equilibrium configurations
sampled at T0 = 8, and propagated with Metropolis spin-flip
dynamics at T = 4. All MC simulations here were performed
using Heff, Eq. 12.
bution e−βFMF(m). The relaxation process of interest is
defined by boundary conditions:
P (m, 0) =
{
1, m = mi
0, otherwise
(28)
P (mf, t) = 0, (29)
ensuring that the system always begins at m = mi, and
−1.0 −0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
h
−1.0
−0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
m
MFT MC Dyn. MC Local Eq.
FIG. 4. Hysteresis loop at T = 6 from MFT and MC. The
MFT curve was obtained by numerical solution of Eq. 21. So-
lutions to this equation which are also local free energy min-
ima (of which there are at least one and at most two) comprise
the mean-field hysteresis loop. MC Dyn. (dynamic) results
were obtained by sweeping the field from h = −1.0 to h = 0.9
and back again (direction indicated by the black arrows) for
a simulated system with N = 2688 using Heff (Eq. 12). For
each field value, there were 10 MC sweeps of equilibration and
10 MC sweeps of production. MC Eq. (equilibrium) results
were obtained by locating the local minima of the free energy
as a function of magnetization (computed with umbrella sam-
pling using H (Eq. 2.)) for different values of h and a system
size of N = 168. Inset schematics illustrate the fact that,
in the thermodynamic limit, barrier crossing does not occur;
the system can only escape from a metastable well once it has
reached the limits of metastability. The yellow star indicates
the values of m and h used as a starting point for dynamics
in Fig. 5.
the magnetization can never exceed m = mf. A different
set of boundary conditions was used to computeM(0, t)
for Fig. 3 (details in the corresponding caption.)
Defining the column vector:
P(t) = (P (−1, t), P (−1 + ∆m, t), . . . P (1, t))T , (30)
where the superscript T denotes the transpose, we can
rewrite Eq. 26 as:
P(t+ ∆t) = Ω ·P(t), (31)
where the elements of the transition matrix Ω are given
by:
Ωm,m′ = δm,m′ (1−Π+(m)−Π−(m))
+ δm,m′+∆mΠ−(m) + δm,m′−∆mΠ+(m). (32)
Letting t = n∆t, we can write the formal solution to Eq.
31 as:
P(t) = Ωn ·P(0). (33)
Numerical propagation of Eq. 33 is straightforward, and
60 50 100
t (MC sweeps)
−1.0
−0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
〈m
(t
)〉 MC
MFT
−1 0
F (m)/N
m
FIG. 5. Average magnetization versus time for phase change
dynamics at the end of the hysteresis loop (left) with T = 6,
and the corresponding free energy profile (right) with T = 6,
h = 0.5. Gray dashed lines indicate the positions of the
formerly-metastable well and the single stable well. The yel-
low star indicates the initial state, marked with the same
symbol in Fig. 4. The MFT result for 〈m(t)〉 was calculated
via Eq. 34 for a system size N = 168, and the mean-field
free energy is given by Eq. 22. The MC result for 〈m(t)〉 was
computed by averaging over 104 independent trajectories of
a system with N = 168. These trajectories were propagated
by Metropolis MC according to the effective energy Heff (Eq.
12). Their initial configurations were sampled from an equi-
librium trajectory whose magnetization m = −0.7 was fixed
by performing Kawasaki dynamics [39]. The MC result for the
free energy was computed via umbrella sampling of a system
with N = 168 using H (Eq. 2.)
with access to P (m, t) we can compute the average mag-
netization as a function of time:
〈m(t)〉 =
mf∑
m=−1
mP (m, t), (34)
as well as the first passage time distribution P(t):
P(t) = −∂S (t)
∂t
(35)
where the survival probability S (t) is:
S (t) =
mf∑
m=−1
P (m, t). (36)
We compare the quantities 〈m(t)〉 and P(t) to their coun-
terparts computed from MC simulations in Fig. 5. In
Fig. 6 we plot first passage time distributions of re-
laxation from the formerly-metastable well to the sta-
ble well. As is evident in these figures, the dynamics of
both the average magnetization and its fluctuations are
captured very well by MFT.
0.00
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0 20 40 60 80 100
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MFT
FIG. 6. Probability distribution of the first passage time for
phase change at the end of the hysteresis loop with T = 6,
plotted on linear (A, top) and logarithmic (B, bottom) scales.
For each MC trajectory, the first passage time was defined as
the number of MC steps taken en route from the formerly-
metastsable initial state (m = −0.7) to the bottom of the
stable well (m = 0.76). Results are shown for a system of
size N = 168. MFT predictions were computed via Eq. 35
for the same system size. The long-time exponential tail is
characteristic of diffusion on a bounded interval; its corre-
sponding decay rate is set by the least negative eigenvalue of
Ω [40]. The entire eigenvalue spectrum of Ω is sensitive to
changes in N , highlighting a size dependence of first passage
time statistics that appears to be well captured by MFT.
V. NANOPARTICLES
In our analysis thus far we have assumed periodic
boundary conditions. While this may be appropriate for
a macroscopic system, many elastic materials, in particu-
lar spin-crossover compounds, have nanoscale dimensions
and hence a significant fraction of atoms at the periph-
ery [41–44]. We therefore studied the impact of open
boundary conditions on our model. While the analysis of
fluctuations in δa is insensitive to the choice of boundary
conditions, broken translational invariance means that a
Fourier transform will not diagonalize ∆H. As a result,
the required integrals in Eq. 11 are more complicated,
but still numerically tractable. For a given nanocrystal
size and shape, they can be performed numerically ex-
7actly to yield an effective Hamiltonian:
Heff = 1
2
∑
R,R′
σRVR,R′σR′ − h
∑
R
σR, (37)
where due to broken translational symmetry, the effective
potential depends on both R and R′, not just their dif-
ference. Plots of this potential for a hexagonally-shaped
nanocrystal with triangular lattice structure are shown
in Fig. 7. Interactions between sites towards the in-
terior of the crystal closely resemble bulk interactions,
though interactions between sites towards the perimeter
of the crystal differ significantly from bulk interactions
(see [14].) Importantly, these interior interactions largely
retain the long-ranged component, meaning that MFT
might still prove reasonably accurate. Unlike in bulk,
sites in the nanocrystal do not all experience the same
average environment. An accurate MFT must take this
spatial variation into account. A set of self-consistent
equations for the average magnetization mR of each site
in the nanocrystal can be written [15]:
mR = tanh
−β ∑
R′ 6=R
VR,R′mR′
. (38)
An example of solutions to this set of equations, com-
puted using the same techniques as in [14], is shown in
Fig. 8. The average net magnetization is then simply
computed as:
m =
1
N
∑
R
mR. (39)
We used Eqs. 38 and 39 to compute mean-field predic-
tions for m as a function of temperature for hexagonal
nanocrystals of different sizes. Due to this finite size,
thermal fluctuations will cause the system to cross the
barrier separating degenerate free energy minima increas-
ingly frequently as Tc is approached from below, so that
straightforward averaging of an equilibrium MC trajec-
tory will result in m ≈ 0. In order to compare to MFT
predictions, we instead computed MC estimates for m(T )
by locating the minima of free energy profiles computed
with umbrella sampling. MC results obtained in this
way correspond quite closely with MFT predictions (see
Fig. 9), consistent with long-ranged interactions in the
nanocrystal effective potential. Furthermore, we found
that the height of the nanocrystal free energy barrier
computed from umbrella sampling MC simulations for
T < Tc scales linearly with system size N , just as in
bulk (see Fig. 10.) We thus anticipate similar agreement
between MFT and MC for nanocrystal dynamics.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have thus far sidestepped a subtle, but important,
caveat. Specifically, while the factor of 1/N in V LR en-
sures that the energy is extensive, the arbitrarily-long
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FIG. 7. Pair interaction function VR,R′ for different locations
R of a tagged atom (outlined in black.) The value of VR,R′
for interaction with another atom at R′ is indicated by color
according to the scale shown.
interaction range means that the energy is no longer ad-
ditive [45, 46]. In turn, this means that derivatives of
the free energy F (m) no longer have a definite sign, and
hence its Legendre transform is no longer a single-valued
function [47]. In other words, the ensemble in which m is
fixed and the ensemble in which m can fluctuate are no
longer equivalent [48]. Thus, the modulated structures
observed in an ensemble with fixed magnetization – as
in our previous work [14] – are not equilibrium states in
the present ensemble, where the net magnetization can
fluctuate.
Our findings have significant implications for func-
tional elastic materials. We have shown that long-
ranged interactions are a generic consequence of elastic
fluctuations in lattice-mismatched solids. They should
thus be operative, for instance, in spin-crossover com-
pounds. One of the intriguing features of these com-
pounds is the enhanced metastability of their high-spin-
rich and low-spin-rich phases near room temperature
[6, 41, 49, 50], which makes them promising for use as
molecular switches in next-generation data storage de-
vices. Our results provide an underlying reason for this
behavior: the extensive free energy barrier separating the
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FIG. 8. Numerical solutions to Eq. 38 for the position-
dependent mean-field magnetization of a hexagonal nanocrys-
tal of size N = 271 with triangular lattice structure. Curves
with different shades of red represent the magnetization of
different sites in the nanocrystal. Sites near the perimeter of
the crystal have smaller magnetization than sites well within
the interior; all sites transition from zero to nonzero magne-
tization at a temperature Tc ≈ 6.2. The vertical dashed line
marks the bulk value for Tc; open boundary conditions thus
suppress the nanocrystal Tc compared to its bulk value.
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FIG. 9. Nanocrystal magnetization as a function of temper-
ature for different system sizes. Bulk magnetization versus
temperature (for a system with N = 168 subject to periodic
boundary conditions) is included for comparison. Nanocrystal
MFT curves were obtained as the numerical solutions of Eqs.
38 and 39. Nanocrystal MC points were obtained as the min-
ima of free energy profiles computed via umbrella sampling of
the effective Hamiltonian, Eq. 37, for each system size. Bulk
MFT curve was computed using Eq. 21, and bulk MC points
were obtained from bulk free energy minima computed via
umbrella sampling using Eq. 2.
two phases means that spin-crossover materials are ro-
bust to fluctuations typically responsible for the decay
of metastable states. This barrier scaling also explains
why transitions between high- and low-spin phases un-
der an applied field are macroscopically sharp. We thus
anticipate that our MFT will provide a simple, quanti-
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FIG. 10. Nanocrystal free energies per atom for different sys-
tem sizes at T = 3, h = 0. Curves were computed via um-
brella sampling of the effective Hamiltonian, Eq. 37, for each
system size. These profiles strongly suggest a free energy bar-
rier which grows linearly with N .
tative framework in which to explain and predict further
properties of these materials.
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PRESSURE IN THE SMALL-MISMATCH LIMIT
In the small-mismatch limit, we can simplify the pressure-volume contribution to our Hamiltonian, which we label
here as E(pV ):
E(pV ) = pcNad. (1)
To begin, we use the the fact that a = δa+ lAB :
E(pV ) = pcN(δa+ lAB)
d (2)
= pcNldAB + pcNdl
d−1
AB δa+O(∆2), (3)
since δa is of order ∆. Dropping the constant first term and the terms of order O(∆2), which vanish in the small-
mismatch limit, we arrive at:
E(pV ) ≈ pcNdld−1AB δa. (4)
MC SIMULATION DETAILS
We used MC simulations to compute both equilibrium and dynamic properties of our elastic model. For simulations
of bulk crystals on a triangular lattice consisting of N = NxNy atoms, periodic boundary conditions were imposed
in the x and y directions. Simulations of nanocrystals employed hexagonal systems with open boundary conditions.
For simulations employing the full elastic Hamiltonian H, we used a value of ∆ = 0.1 for the lattice mismatch and
performed simulations in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble. This ensemble was sampled using two basic MC
moves: spin flips and displacement moves. In both cases, an atom at lattice site R was selected at random. For
spin flips, an attempt was then made to change its spin, σR → −σR. For displacement moves, an attempt was made
to change the atom’s position, rR → rR + d, where d = (dx, dy) is a two dimensional vector whose components
were selected uniformly at random from an interval [−0.1, 0.1]. Random numbers were generated using the Mersenne
Twister algorithm [1] as implemented in the GNU Scientific Library (GSL) [2]. A Metropolis criterion was used to
accept or reject proposed moves, ensuring detailed balance [3]:
P (C → C ′) = min
[
1, e−β(H(C
′)−H(C))
]
, (5)
where C and C ′ represent configurations {σR}, {rR} before and after the proposed move, respectively. Equilibrium
simulation runs consisted of performing a large number (usually 106) of MC sweeps. A single MC sweep consisted of
N attempted spin flips and N attempted displacement moves. Constant pressure was maintained using a standard
algorithm in which attempts to change the system’s volume were proposed and then accepted or rejected according to
a Metropolis criterion [3]. Proposed volume moves consisted of changing the total volume by an amount δV , selected
uniformly at random from the interval [−δVmax, δVmax]. We chose δVmax = 0.01Vinit, where Vinit is the volume at
the beginning of a simulation run. Such volume moves were performed once every MC sweep. Initial configurations
consisted of atoms arranged on a perfect triangular lattice, with a random distribution of spins, and with a volume
consistent with the net magnetization. Before obtaining statistics, we equilibrated the system by running at least 100
(usually more) MC sweeps without collecting any data. Data was then recorded for different observables once every
sweep.
2Umbrella sampling simulations [4], used in combination with WHAM [5] to compute the equilibrium free energy as
a function of magnetization, employed nwindow = 50 evenly spaced harmonic biases with spring constants of strength
0.1.
Equilibrium simulations employing the effective Hamiltonian used the same protocols as for the full elastic Hamilto-
nian, except that no position moves or volume moves were necessary, and simulations were performed in the canonical
ensemble.
Dynamical properties were computed via simulations of the effective Hamiltonian, employing the spin-flip moves
and Metropolis criterion described previously.
Properties of the nanocrystals were computed using simulations of the nanocrystal effective Hamiltonian in the
canonical ensemble. Spin-flip moves and the Metropolis criterion were used as in bulk simulations. Umbrella sampling
simulations for the nanocrystals used spring constants of strength 0.2 for the 50 evenly spaced harmonic biases.
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE AND SCALING ON DIFFERENT LATTICES
Here we assess mean-field predictions for the critical temperature (Tc) and exponents of spontaneous symmetry
breaking of the elastic Ising model on different lattices. Mean-field scaling as measured by critical exponents should
hold for each lattice (as long as there is a gap in the effective potential at q = 0,) since mean-field exponents are
known to be robust to the addition of short-ranged interactions [6, 7]. However, since it is a non-universal quantity,
the accuracy of mean-field predictions for Tc will depend on the lattice structure, in particular the magnitude of
short-ranged interactions compared to the long-ranged interaction. We examine five different lattices, spanning one
to three spatial dimensions, and show that each exhibits mean-field critical exponents, as expected. Mean field theory
(MFT) predicts Tc with reasonable accuracy for all lattices except the one-dimensional (1d) lattice. This is likely a
consequence of the significant magnitude of short-ranged interactions for that lattice.
A. Theory & Methods
As argued in the main text, MFT predicts that the critical temperature for spontaneous symmetry breaking of the
magnetization m is given by:
Tc = 2V¯ , (6)
V¯ = −
∑
R6=0
VR/2. (7)
The mean-field potential V¯ is composed of a long-ranged part V¯ LR = limq→0 V˜q/2 and a short-ranged part V¯ SR =
V¯ − V¯ LR. If the magnitude of V¯ SR is small compared to that of V¯ LR then we expect MFT to give a reasonable
estimate for Tc. MFT also predicts [8] that the average squared magnetization 〈m2〉 obeys:
〈m2〉 = N−1/2f1(tN1/2), (8)
where t = (T − Tc)/Tc and N is the system size, and the Binder cumulant U = 1− 〈m4〉/(3〈m2〉2) obeys:
U = f2(tN
1/2). (9)
The scaling functions f1 and f2 depend only on the scaled temperature tN
1/2, and hence plots of N1/2〈m2〉 and U
versus tN1/2 for different system sizes should fall on top of one another. Additionally, in MFT the Binder cumulant
attains a universal value of ≈ 0.27 at Tc [8].
To verify these relationships, we employ MC simulations using the effective Hamiltonian for each lattice, which
improves sampling since we do not have to explicitly evolve mechanical degrees of freedom. With these simulations,
we compute the quantities U and 〈m2〉 as functions of temperature for several system sizes. At each temperature and
system size we equilibrate the system for 103 MC sweeps (1 sweep is N attempts to flip a spin) and then collect data
every sweep for 106 sweeps. The MC estimate for Tc is given by the intersection of Binder cumulants for different
system sizes.
3B. 1d Lattice
MFT does not accurately predict Tc for the 1d lattice (with both nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor springs):
TMFc ≈ 3.57 (10)
TMCc ≈ 2.79. (11)
See Fig. 1. That is because V¯ LR = 0.8 is comparable to V¯ SR = 0.987 (V¯ SR is ≈ 55% of V¯ .) When U and 〈m2〉
are scaled using TMFc , data collapse is poor; however, when they are scaled using T
MC
c , data collapse is excellent (see
Figs. 2 and 3.) Thus the critical exponents of the 1d lattice have mean-field scaling, as expected.
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FIG. 1: Binder cumulants for the 1d lattice.
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FIG. 2: Scaling of U for different choices of Tc on the 1d lattice.
C. Triangular Lattice
MFT accurately predicts Tc for the 2d triangular lattice:
TMFc ≈ 7.31 (12)
TMCc ≈ 7.20. (13)
See Fig. 4. That is because V¯ LR = 4.0 is much larger in magnitude than V¯ SR = −0.346 (V¯ SR is ≈ 8.7% of V¯ .) When
U and 〈m2〉 are scaled using TMFc , data collapse is excellent (see Figs. 4 and 5.)
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FIG. 3: Scaling of 〈m2〉 for different choices of Tc on the 1d lattice.
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(a) Binder cumulants for the triangular lattice.
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FIG. 5: Scaling of 〈m2〉 for the triangular lattice.
5D. Square Lattice
MFT predicts Tc for the 2d square lattice (with nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor springs) with reasonable accu-
racy:
TMFc ≈ 11.1 (14)
TMCc ≈ 10.6. (15)
See Fig. 6. That is because V¯ LR = 4.34 is fairly large in magnitude compared to V¯ SR = 1.20 (V¯ SR is ≈ 21.6% of V¯ .)
When U and 〈m2〉 are scaled using TMFc , data collapse is good (see Figs. 6 and 7.)
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(a) Binder cumulants for the square lattice.
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FIG. 7: Scaling of 〈m2〉 for the square lattice.
6E. FCC Lattice
MFT accurately predicts Tc for the 3d FCC lattice:
TMFc ≈ 18.3 (16)
TMCc ≈ 18.0. (17)
See Fig. 8. That is because V¯ LR = 8 is much larger in magnitude than V¯ SR = 1.13 (V¯ SR is ≈ 14.1% of V¯ .) When U
and 〈m2〉 are scaled using TMFc , data collapse is excellent (see Figs. 8 and 9.)
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(a) Binder cumulants for the FCC lattice.
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FIG. 9: Scaling of 〈m2〉 for the FCC lattice.
7F. Simple Cubic Lattice
MFT accurately predicts Tc for the 3d simple cubic lattice (with nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor springs):
TMFc ≈ 30.3 (18)
TMCc ≈ 29.8. (19)
See Fig. 10. That is because V¯ LR = 16.5 is much larger in magnitude than V¯ SR = −1.31 (V¯ SR is ≈ 7.9% of V¯ .)
When U and 〈m2〉 are scaled using TMFc , data collapse is excellent (see Figs. 10 and 11.)
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(a) Binder cumulants for the simple cubic lattice.
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FIG. 11: Scaling of 〈m2〉 for the simple cubic lattice.
8MEAN-FIELD DYNAMICS
In the main text, we studied mean-field relaxation dynamics by by solving a mean-field master equation for the
time-dependent magnetization probability distribution, P (m, t). Alternatively, one could simply harvest many MC
trajectories of mean-field Hamiltonian:
HMF = − V¯
N
∑
R,R′
σRσR′ − h
∑
R
σR, (20)
We label this approach “MFMC.” Trajectories were initialized at configurations sampled from an equilibrium distri-
bution ∝ exp (−βHMF) at fixed magnetization m = −0.7 and inverse temperature β = 1/6, with system size N = 168.
Allowing the magnetization to then fluctuate and imposing an external field h = 0.5, each trajectory consisted of
100 MC sweeps. We harvested 105 such trajectories. We compare the MFMC and master equation approaches to
dynamics in Figs. 12 and 13. Excellent agreement is evident for both the average magnetization versus time and the
mean first passage time distribution.
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FIG. 12: Average magnetization versus time. MFMC results were averaged over 105 Monte Carlo trajectories.
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FIG. 13: First passage time distributions. A shows distributions on a linear scale while B shows distributions on a
logarithmic scale. MFMC histogram was made from 105 Monte Carlo trajectories.
SINGLE-SITE MFT
Standard MFT assumes that the order parameter m is spatially uniform. This assumption is a poor one in systems
such as nanocrystals which are intrinsically spatially non-uniform. It is more appropriate to consider a spatially-
resolved order parameter m(R) which is capable of capturing spatial inhomogeneities. With this in mind, consider a
spin Hamiltonian with pair interactions:
H =
∑
R,R′ 6=R
1
2
σRVR,R′σR′ , (21)
where we have excluded self-interactions. As our mean-field ansatz we take a one-body Hamiltonian with spatially-
varying field:
H0 = −
∑
R
hRσR. (22)
The associated partition function is:
Q0 =
∑
{σR}
exp(−βH0)
=
∑
σ1
exp (βh1σ1)
∑
σ2
exp (βh2σ2) · · ·
=
∏
R
2 coshβhR. (23)
The spatially-varying magnetization is easily extracted:
m(R) = 〈σR〉0 = ∂ logQ0
∂βhR
= tanhβhR.
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To obtain the optimal value of hR, we apply the Gibbs-Bogoliubov-Feynman bound [9]:
Qest = Q0e
−β〈∆H〉0 , (24)
where ∆H = H − H0. We variationally optimize hR by setting the derivative of (the logarithm of) this partition
function to zero:
0 =
∂ logQest
∂βhR
=
∂ logQ0
∂βhR
− ∂
∂βhR
β〈∆H〉0
The necessary average is given by:
〈∆H〉0 = 1
2
∑
R,R′
VR,R′〈σR〉0〈σR′〉0 +
∑
R
hR〈σR〉0. (25)
Evaluating the derivative,
∂
∂hR
〈∆H〉0 =
(∑
R′
VR,R′〈σR′〉0 + hR
)
∂〈σR〉0
∂hR
+ 〈σR〉0. (26)
Using the fact that ∂ logQ0/∂βhR = 〈σR〉0, we find an expression for the optimal field:
hR = −
∑
R′
VR,R′〈σR′〉0. (27)
This finally yields a self-consistent equation for the spatially-varying order parameter:
m(R) = tanh
(
−β
∑
R′
VR,R′m(R
′)
)
. (28)
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